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Death note netflix live action cast
Take a trip down memory lane that’ll make you feel nostalgia AF In case you haven't heard, Netflix picked up the rights to a live-action movie adaptation of the favored anime and manga series Death Note. Quite a few companies wanted their hand in this adaptation including Warner Bros and Lionsgate but Netflix sealed the deal and it would be
insufficient to say we're excited. Check out their picks for cast members from Light to Ryuk here! To be played by Nat Wolfe To be played by Straight Outta Compton's Keith Stanfield Margaret Qualley will play Mia Sutton To be played by Paul Nakauchi To be played by Shea Whigham Perfectly cast to do the voice of Ryuk. SHARE ON FACEBOOK
NEXT STORY Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaIMDbProA high school student named Light Turner discovers a mysterious notebook that has the power to kill anyone whose name is written within its pages, and launches a secret crusade to rid the wo... Read allA high school student named Light Turner discovers a mysterious notebook that has the
power to kill anyone whose name is written within its pages, and launches a secret crusade to rid the world of criminals.A high school student named Light Turner discovers a mysterious notebook that has the power to kill anyone whose name is written within its pages, and launches a secret crusade to rid the world of criminals.1.1KUser
reviews106Critic reviewsMetascoreYou have no recently viewed pages Death Note (Trailer)Behind the Scenes (Extra)Death Note (Teaser)Light Meets Ryuk (Extra)Death God Clues (Extra)Critics' Notebooks (Extra)Trailer: JusticeTrailer: The Choice to Kill Netflix reportedly has a live-action Pokémon series in the works, according to Variety. Sources
close to the project told the publication that Netflix is working on bringing the game and anime series to life on their platform, potentially in a similar style to Pokémon’s first live-action venture Detective Pikachu in 2019. As the streaming giant has yet to comment on the news, there’s not much info about in terms of what exactly the series will focus
on or its cast. But according to Variety, sources say that Lucifer’s Joe Henderson is attached to write and executive produce the series. Henderson is currently preparing to air Lucifer’s final season in September 2021. Pokémon has made quite the home on Netflix as of late, with the original anime series Pokémon: Indigo League and the more recent
instalments Sun & Moon Ultra Legends and Journeys available to watch on the platform. Three movies from the franchise are also available to watch, including the CGI remake of Pokémon: The First Movie in 2019 which was distributed worldwide by the streaming platform. Netflix currently has a slew of live-action anime adaptations under its belt,
including a rework of the ’90s classic Cowboy Bebop with the likes of John Cho, Mustafa Shakir, and Daniella Pineda starring in the series. So whether Netflix decides to do a direct live-action adaptation of the first series as they’re doing with Cowboy Bebop or start completely from scratch, it’s clear that this series has the potential to be a huge hit.
Soon after the first trailer dropped for the upcoming Netflix original Death Note, the streaming service found itself embroiled in a brand new whitewashing controversy. Fans of the original animated version decried the choice to cast Nat Wolff, a white man, in the traditionally Japanese role of Light Yagami, with some going so far as to boycott the
production outright. But despite its negative reception, many are still thrilled about the casting choices and are excited to see the live-action adaptation of the hit Japanese manga.Here's a breakdown of Death Note's main characters and the actors who will be playing their roles.Natt Wolff as Light TurnerNatt Wolff, known for his roles as Quentin in
Paper Towns and Isaac in The Fault in our Stars, will star as Death Note's main protagonist Light Turner, originally known as Light Yagami in the Japanese manga version. Light's world suddenly changes after he finds the Death Note — a notebook possessing the power to kill anyone whose name is written within its pages. An intellectual, Light
imagines a world without crime and plans to use the Death Note to carry out good. However, he quickly descends into his role of Kira and becomes callous, displaying an increasing disregard for the lives of others.Lakeith Stanfield as LLakeith Stanfield, who recently played Andrew Logan King in Get Out and who has a recurring role as Darius in
Atlanta, is set to star as Death Note's solitary and quirky detective L. L suspects Light is the same person as Kira, and dedicates himself to apprehending the dangerous wielder of the Death Note.Willem Defoe as the voice of RyukWillem Dafoe has used his distinct voice in movies like Finding Nemo, Finding Dory and Fantastic Mr. Fox, and now the
famed actor will be bringing his vocal talents to Death Note as the voice of Ryuk.Ryuk is the bored Shinigami who drops the Death Note to Earth, thus setting into motion Light's journey towards becoming Kira. Paul Nakauchi as WatariPaul Nakauchi, a longtime voice actor in myriad video games like Overwatch, Diablo 3 and World of Warcraft, is set
to star as Death Note's Watari — a famous inventor and proficient marksman with extensive training in espionage. Watari is also L's personal assistant, and the only one who can contact the reclusive detective directly.Margaret Qualley as Mia SuttonMargaret Qualley, known for her roles as Jill Garvey in The Leftovers and Amelia Kuttner in The Nice
Guys, plays Mia Sutton, originally known as Misa Amane in the Japanese manga version.Mia is a bubbly and popular girl who makes her living by singing, acting and modeling. She becomes completely devoted to Light after he kills her parents' murderer. Mic has ongoing Netflix coverage. Please follow our main Netflix hub here. December 17, 1994
in Los Angeles, California, USA 21 during filming (2016)27 current Nat Wolff is an American actor who portrays the character Light Turner in Netflix's Death Note. Wolff's casting was announced on September 29, 2015 for the film's unnamed lead.[1] Upon the announcement, concerns about whitewashing began to emerge against the film.[2] Along
with his castmates, Wolff attended a Netflix panel at San Diego Comic Con in 2017 to promote the film. Relevant articles External links Trivia Wolff previously dated his Death Note costar Margaret Qualley.[3] Margaret Qualley October 23, 1994 in Montana, USA 21 during filming (2016)27 current Margaret Qualley is an American actress who
portrays the character Mia Sutton in Netflix's Death Note. Qualley's casting was announced November 12, 2015 for the unnamed female lead.[4] As with the reaction to Wolff's casting, the announcement increased concerns about whitewashing.[5] Along with her castmates, Qualley attended a Netflix panel at San Diego Comic Con in 2017 to promote
the film. Relevant articles Interview: Margaret Qualley Is Killing It On And Off Screen, Nylon, August 22, 2017. Interview: CS Video: Nat Wolff, Adam Wingard and the Death Note Cast, Coming Soon, August 25, 2017. Video interviews. Interview: Netflixオリジナル映画「Death Note/デスノート」マーガレット・クアリー来日インタビュー! 笑いが止まらず何度も
撮り直した真剣シーンとは?, TV Groove, August 25, 2017. External links Trivia Qualley previously dated her Death Note costar Nat Wolff. In 2013, Qualley was visiting Wolff on the set of one of his films when she was asked to fill a small non-speaking part, which was her first acting role.[3] Lakeith Stanfield Keith StanfieldLaKeith Stanfield August 12,
1991 in San Bernardino, California, USA 24-25 during filming (2016)30 current Lakeith Stanfield is an American actor who portrays the character L in Netflix's Death Note. When Netflix picked up the film after Warner Brothers dropped it, it was reported that Stanfield was being considered for an unnamed role although an official offer had not yet
been made.[6] Stanfield's casting was announced on June 10, 2016 for an unnamed character.[7] His role was confirmed as L on June 30, 2016 when Netflix released the names of the main cast and characters.[8] Along with his castmates, Stanfield attended a Netflix panel at San Diego Comic Con in 2017 to promote the film. He wore a covering over
his face and remained in character for the event. In an interview, Stanfield said that he picked up some of his mannerisms for L from Kenichi Matsuyama's performance in the Japanese film series.[9] Relevant articles Watch: 'Death Note's Lakeith Stanfield stays in character all day at Comic-Con, makes three costume changes, LA Times, July 21, 2017.
Comic-Con: Lakeith Stanfield brings style, surprise to 'Death Note' detective, USA Today, July 21, 2017. Interview: Death Note: L’s the Name: Exclusive Interview with Lakeith Stanfield, Dread Central, August 24, 2017. Interview: A Bonkers Interview with Lakeith Stanfield, GQ, August 25, 2017. Interview: CS Video: Nat Wolff, Adam Wingard and the
Death Note Cast, Coming Soon, August 25, 2017. Video interviews. Interview: Netflixオリジナル映画「Death Note/デスノート」ラキース・スタンフィールド来日インタビュー! アウトキャストなLに共感, TV Groove, August 30, 2017. Interview: ハリウッド版『デスノ』L役俳優、日本版の松ケンを研究「歩き方を参考に」, Nico Nico News, December 5, 2017. External links
Willem Dafoe July 22, 1955 in Appleton, Wisconsin, USA 60-61 during filming (2016)66 currently Willem Dafoe is an American actor who voices Ryuk in Netflix's Death Note. Jason Liles was onset as Ryuk during filming, while Dafoe voiced the character in post-production. Ryuk's CGI appearance is also based on Dafoe. Relevant articles External links
IMDB: Willem Dafoe Wikipedia: Willem Dafoe Rotten Tomatoes: Willem Dafoe Shea Whigham Franklin Shea Whigham Jr. January 5, 1969 in Tallahassee, Florida, USA 47 during filming (2016)53 currently Shea Whigham is an American actor who portrays the character James Turner in Netflix's Death Note. External links IMDB: Shea Whigham
Wikipedia: Shea Whigham Paul Nakauchi Paul Nakauchi is a Japanese-American actor who portrays the character Watari in Netflix's Death Note. External links Jason Liles July 4th, 1987 in Memphis, TN, USA 28-29 during filming (2016)34 currently Jason Liles is an American actor who portrays the character Ryuk in Netflix's Death Note. Liles was
onset as Ryuk during filming, while Willem Dafoe voiced the character in post-production. External links IMDB: Jason Liles Twitter: tallie7487 Instagram: tallie7487 Director Adam Wingard December 3, 1982 in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA 33 during filming (2016)39 current Director, editor, cinematographer, screenwriter Adam Wingard is an
American film director who directed Netflix's Death Note. It was announced on April 27, 2015 that Wingard would direct the film.[10] Along with the main cast, Wingard attended a Netflix panel at San Diego Comic Con in 2017 to promote the film. Explaining what drew him to the material, Wingard said: “It was an opportunity to take something that
had a great premise and breath life into it. In terms of what happens is so outlandish: the power to kill everything by writing their name in a book. There were cool themes here and embedded in that was good and evil.”[11] Following the release of the film and negative reviews, Wingard deleted his Twitter account. His official reason was that he
needed to focus on his next project,[12] but many news articles pointed out that the deletion followed the negative fan response regarding Death Note.[13][14] Relevant articles Interview: How Netflix's Death Note Alters the Original Story With Its American Setting, IGN, June 29, 2017. Interview: What Adam Wingard Wants Death Note Fans To Know
About His Netflix Movie, CinemaBlend, July 17, 2017. The Director of Netflix's 'Death Note' Digs Into the Mind-Boggling Ending, Thrillest Entertainment, August 25, 2017. Interview: CS Video: Nat Wolff, Adam Wingard and the Death Note Cast, Coming Soon, August 25, 2017. Video interviews. Interview: David Bowie and Prince Were Adam
Wingard's First Choices for Death Note's Demon, io9, August 24, 2017. Interview: Death Note director Adam Wingard: “I wanted the death scenes to be more splattery and crazy”, MyM, August 25, 2017. External links Producers Masi Oka December 27, 1974 in Tokyo, Japan 41 during filming (2016)47 current Actor, Producer, Digital effects artist
Masi Oka is a Japanese-American actor and producer who produced Netflix's Death Note. He also has a brief cameo role in the film as a Japanese detective named Sasaki. It was announced on April 27, 2015 that Oka would be a producer for the film.[10] On November 17, 2016, Oka announced in an interview that he had a part in the film as well.[15]
Along with the main cast, Oka attended a Netflix panel at San Diego Comic Con in 2017 to promote the film. Relevant articles Comments on casting: What Crazy Rich Asians can learn from Better Luck Tomorrow, Suicide Squad, Entertainment Weekly, November 10, 2016. Interview: Masi Oka Wants To Set The Record Straight About Those "Death
Note" Comments, BuzzFeed, July 19, 2017. Comments made at San Diego Comic Con: Masi Oka Says He Produced Death Note To Protect The Series, Comicbook.com, July 20, 2017. Interview: Death Note Producer Masi Oka On Working With The Manga Creators & Adapting This Challenging Property For Netflix, LRM, August 24, 2017. External links
Wikipedia: Masi Oka IMDB: Masi Oka Twitter: MasiOka Roy Lee March 23, 1969 in Brooklyn, New York, USA Roy Lee is an American film producer who produced Netflix's Death Note. Lee is known for remaking well-known Asian films for American audiences, such as The Ring and The Grudge. Lee's production company is Vertigo Entertainment
which began development of the Death Note remake film in 2008.[16] External links Dan Lin Dan Lin is a Taiwanese-born American film producer who produced Netflix's Death Note. External links Jason Hoffs Jason Hoffs is a film producer who produced Netflix's Death Note. Hoffs was hired by VIZ Media in 2008 to head VIZ Productions, which was a
newly-founded production company for creating films from VIZ's catalogue including the Death Note film.[17] External links IMDB: Jason Hoffs Wikipedia: Viz Media#Viz Productions Writers Jeremy Slater Jeremy Slater is an American film writer who worked on the Death Note script after Charley and Vlas Parlapanides. He left before filming to work
on another project, and writer Kyle Killen did rewrites after him. Regarding his Death Note script, Slater said: "It’s the movie Heat, except with teenagers, and one of those teenagers has superpowers. It’s much darker, much funnier, and much more exciting than I think people are anticipating."[18] Relevant articles External links Charley
Parlapanides Charles Kiriakos Parlapanides September 28, 1977 in Toms River, New Jersey, USA Charley Parlapanides is an American film writer who wrote the first draft of the Death Note script with his brother Vlas Parlapanides. The Parlapanides brothers were hired in 2008 by Vertigo Entertainment to pen the script.[16] External links Vlas
Parlapanides Vlas Parlapanides is an American film writer who wrote the first draft of the Death Note script with his brother Charley Parlapanides. The Parlapanides brothers were hired in 2008 by Vertigo Entertainment to pen the script.[16] External links References ↑ ‘Paper Towns” Nat Wolff to Star in Adam Wingard’s ‘Death Note’, Variety,
September 29, 2015. ↑ Hollywood’s Anime Whitewashing Epidemic: How Is This Still a Thing?, The Daily Beast, September 30, 2015. ↑ 3.0 3.1 "#TheGirlOfNow: Margaret Qualley, Vs. Magazine, retrieved 2017-08-11. ↑ Death Note’ Movie Sets Margaret Qualley As Female Lead – Update, Deadline, 2015 November 12. ↑ ‘Death Note’ whitewashing
accusations grow as it casts female lead, The Daily Dot, November 1, 2015. ↑ Adam Wingard’s ‘Death Note’ Jumps From Warner Bros. to Netflix (Exclusive), The Wrap, April 6, 2016. ↑ 'Short Term 12's' Keith Stanfield to Star With Nat Wolff in Netflix’'s 'Death Note', Variety, June 10, 2016. ↑ Adam Wingard Shares His Notes on ‘Death Note’ as
Production Begins, Collider, June 30, 2016. ↑ ハリウッド版『デスノ』L役俳優、日本版の松ケンを研究「歩き方を参考に」, Nico Nico News, December 5, 2017. ↑ 10.0 10.1 'Guest' Director Adam Wingard Signs On for 'Death Note' (Exclusive), The Hollywood Reporter, April 27, 2015. ↑ ‘Death Note’ Director Adam Wingard Considers President Donald Trump
A Supervillain – Comic-Con, Deadline, July 20, 2017. ↑ His now-deleted final tweet said that he was "going dark" for this reason. ↑ Netflix's Live-Action Death Note Film Director Deletes Twitter After Harassment, Anime News Network, September 12, 2017. ↑ Live-Action "Death Note" Director Kills Twitter Account Following Harassment, Crunchyroll,
September 12, 2017. ↑ Hawaii Five-0: Masi Oka exiting after seven seasons — exclusive. Entertainment Weekly. November 17, 2016. Quote: "I recently finished producing Death Note for Netflix, which I have a part in as well." ↑ 16.0 16.1 16.2 Vertigo Scribbling Death Note Remake, Coming Soon (formerly Shock Till You Drop), June 2, 2008. ↑ VIZ
Starts Production Company, Animation World Network, July 18, 2008. ↑ Jeremy Slater Gives Update on ‘Umbrella Academy’ Series; Says ‘Death Note’ Is ‘Heat’ with Teenagers, Collider, September 19, 2016.
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